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ABOUT USABOUT USABOUT US

Welcome to Anzillium, where we pioneer NFT
blockchain technology to revolutionize digital
ecosystems. Our NFT platform empowers creators and
collectors, facilitating seamless tokenization and
exchange of digital assets. 

With a commitment to transparency and security, we
provide blockchain solutions across diverse industries,
ensuring trust and efficiency in transactions. From
finance to supply chain management, our innovative
approach drives tangible impact in the real world.

Moreover, we're shaping the future of virtual experiences
by integrating the metaverse into our ecosystem.
Through immersive environments, we redefine social
interactions and entertainment, offering new avenues for
exploration and collaboration. 



BLOCKCHAINBLOCKCHAINBLOCKCHAIN

Anzillium blockchain is a blockchain platform that
utilizes the Rust programming language. Rust is known
for its performance, reliability, and safety features,
making it a suitable choice for building blockchain
systems like Anzillium. By leveraging Rust, Anzillium
aims to provide a secure and efficient environment for
decentralized applications and smart contracts.

Anzillium blockchain prioritizes fast and high transfer
speeds while ensuring utmost safety and security. By
leveraging advanced technologies and robust protocols,
Anzillium aims to facilitate rapid transaction processing
without compromising on the safety of users' assets and
data. With its focus on speed and safety, Anzillium
strives to provide a seamless and secure blockchain
experience for its users.

Anzillium blockchain hosts the ANZ coin, with a total
supply of 52,000,000. Currently, only 45% of the total
supply is in the market circulation. This distribution
strategy can help maintain scarcity and potentially
support the coin's value over time by controlling its
availability in the market.



ANZILLIUM   
BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain projects running based on Rust.
Safety, easy multi-platform development, speed,
and quality is just what blockchain developers
need - and where Rust excels. For all the
enthusiasts out there, you may even find a
dedicated newsletter updating everybody on
advances of “Rust in Blockchain”.

www.anzscan.io



ANZNOW NFTANZNOW NFTANZNOW NFT
Anzillium blockchain boasts its own NFT platform
equipped with cross-blockchain capabilities. This
means that users can create, buy, sell, and trade non-
fungible tokens (NFTs) not only within the Anzillium
ecosystem but also across different blockchain
networks. By enabling cross-blockchain functionality,
Anzillium offers increased interoperability and
accessibility for NFT enthusiasts, allowing them to
engage with a broader range of digital assets and
markets.

With a commitment to transparency and security, we
provide blockchain solutions across diverse industries,
ensuring trust and efficiency in transactions. From
finance to supply chain management, our innovative
approach drives tangible impact in the real world.

Moreover, we're shaping the future of virtual experiences
by integrating the metaverse into our ecosystem.
Through immersive environments, we redefine social
interactions and entertainment, offering new avenues for
exploration and collaboration. 



ANZNOW NFT
PLATFORM
Web3 developers all over the world have found a
liking for the bygone memory-safe programming
language that helps to build powerful blockchain
platforms.
Tons of programming languages such as Solidity,
Java, C++, etc. are being used to code exemplary
decentralized applications today, but Rust has
certain unique peculiarities that make it an
instant favorite.

www.anzinow.com



   EXCHANGEEXCHANGEEXCHANGE

1. Advanced Security Measures: The exchange
implements robust security protocols, including
encryption, multi-factor authentication, and cold
storage of funds, to safeguard users' assets against
unauthorized access and cyber threats.

2. High Performance: Built on top of the Anzillium
blockchain's scalable infrastructure, the exchange can
handle a large number of transactions simultaneously,
ensuring fast order execution and minimal latency.

3. User-Friendly Interface* The exchange offers an intuitive and
easy-to-navigate interface, designed to cater to both novice and
experienced traders. Features such as customizable trading
dashboards and real-time market data enhance the user
experience.

4. Liquidity: Anzillium's crypto exchange integrates with liquidity
providers and market makers to ensure ample liquidity across a
variety of trading pairs, enhancing price stability and reducing
slippage for traders.

5. Compliance and Regulation: The exchange adheres to
regulatory standards and compliance requirements, providing
users with a trusted and legally compliant trading platform.

Anzillium blockchain hosts its own crypto
exchange, leveraging cutting-edge technology to
provide users with a secure and efficient trading
experience. Here are some key features of the
Anzillium crypto exchange:



CRYPTO EXCHANGE
PLATFORM

Our platform revolutionizes the way you trade
cryptocurrencies. With an innovative and user-
friendly interface, we empower traders to
navigate the dynamic world of crypto with ease
and precision. At Nexaaa, we are committed to
enhancing your trading experience by providing a
robust, secure, and intuitive platform. Our
approach combines cutting-edge technology with
a deep understanding of market dynamics,
ensuring that every trade is not only executed
efficiently but also strategically. 

www.nexaaa.com



   ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM
The Anzillium blockchain ecosystem is a comprehensive
platform that encompasses various components to support
decentralized applications (DApps), digital assets, and smart
contracts. It includes:

1. Anzillium Blockchain Protocol: The core infrastructure that
provides the foundation for secure and decentralized
transactions.
2. ANZ Coin: The native cryptocurrency of the Anzillium
blockchain, used for transactions, incentivizing network
participants, and governance within the ecosystem.
3. Smart Contract Functionality: Enables developers to create
and deploy smart contracts, facilitating automated and
trustless execution of agreements and transactions.
4. Decentralized Applications (DApps): Developers can build
and deploy DApps on the Anzillium blockchain to offer various
services, such as decentralized finance (DeFi), gaming, identity
management, and supply chain tracking.

Overall, the Anzillium blockchain ecosystem aims to
foster innovation, transparency, and
decentralization across various industries by
providing a robust and versatile blockchain
platform for developers and users alike.



Empowering creators and
collectors to tokenize assets.

NFT PLATFORM

Bridging virtual and physical
realities for immersive experiences.

METAVERSE

Seamlessly trade digital assets,
including NFTs and
cryptocurrencies.

TRADING PLATFORM

Enjoy blockchain-powered
gaming and asset trading within
game ecosystems.

ONLINE GAME

APPLICATION

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

Ensuring secure, transparent
transactions.

Access user-friendly tools for
NFT creation and DeFi solutions.

Experience AI-driven automation
for various industries.

AI ROBOTS

Explore hardware and software
solutions tailored for the
digital age.

IT PRODUCTS

Secure data storage leveraging
blockchain technology.

DATA STORAGE PLATFORM 

Revolutionize real estate through
tokenization for fractional
ownership

PROPERTY

BLOCKCHAIN



Market Supply

Market Supply
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13.8%
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COIN DISTRIBUTIONCOIN DISTRIBUTIONCOIN DISTRIBUTION

Name 

Symbol 

Total Supply

Market circulation

Blockchain

ANZILLIUMANZILLIUMANZILLIUM

ANZANZANZ

50,000,000 ANZ50,000,000 ANZ50,000,000 ANZ   

45%45%45%

ANZILLIUMANZILLIUMANZILLIUM



CRYPTO
WALLET

Our platform revolutionizes the way you trade
cryptocurrencies. With an innovative and user-
friendly interface, we empower traders to
navigate the dynamic world of crypto with ease
and precision. At Nexaaa, we are committed to
enhancing your trading experience by providing a
robust, secure, and intuitive platform. Our
approach combines cutting-edge technology with
a deep understanding of market dynamics,
ensuring that every trade is not only executed
efficiently but also strategically. 



GLOBALPRESENCE

www.anzillum.io



WHY CHOOSE US ?WHY CHOOSE US ?WHY CHOOSE US ?

Our commitment to transparency
ensures clarity and trust in every
transaction and interaction.

We specialize in decentralized applications,
offering solutions that empower users and
promote autonomy.

With our smart contract expertise,
transactions are automated, secure, and
immutable, guaranteeing efficiency.

We prioritize the safety and security of your
assets and data, implementing robust
measures to safeguard against threats and
breaches.



Exchange ( Forex and Crypto)

Blockchain wallet

Property

Mobile application

NFT ecosystem

E-Commerce platform

Online gaming platform

Metaverse project

Blockchain ecosystem  + utility

NFT platform (NFT with own blockchain) 

Swapping system

Data storage and hosting 

UPCOMINGUPCOMINGUPCOMING         PROJECTPROJECTPROJECT



GET IN TOUCH
WITH US

BLOCKCHAIN

NFT PLATFORM

COMPANY ADDRESS

www.anzillium.io

www.anznow.com

www.nexaaa.com

EXPLORER

www.anzscan.io

@anzillium



THANK YOU

www.anzillum.io


